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Forgotten man: James Chadwick: Aloof, donnish, charming, shy

In its extensive coverage of Hiroshima's 50th anniversary in 1995, the New York

Times mentioned James Chadwick only once, biographer Andrew Brown cal-

culates. Yet Chadwick was a Nobel laureate for his 1932 discovery of the neutron--

that sub-atomic particle with no electrical charge that can penetrate and split the

nucleus of an atom. When the atomic target was uranium, or its man-made partner

plutonium, the result was nuclear weapons. Chadwick was in on the A-bomb's

creation as well: In 1943, he headed the British team at Los Alamos; and in 1945,

he witnessed the first nuclear explosion at Trinity. But unlike his Liverpool

University colleague, Joseph Rotblat, after World War II Chadwick did little to

condemn the weapons his work had spawned. Instead, Chadwick returned to the

lab, became master of a Cambridge college, and finally--through bouts with

depression--lived out his life in quietude. He died in Cambridge in 1974.



In contrast to the New York Times's failure to give Chadwick much ink, this avidly

researched and artfully written biography demonstrates his importance to both

science and society.

Born in an English mill town in 1891, Chadwick later moved with his family to

Manchester and there enrolled in the city's university. Gifted at math, he intended to

pursue that study, but Chadwick was so shy that when he talked to the wrong

interviewer he enrolled by mistake as a physics major.

Under the pioneering physicist Ernest Rutherford, winner of the 1908 Nobel Prize

for his theoretical work on the radioactive transformation of atoms, Chadwick soon

became a nuclear physicist. But Chadwick's family poverty forced him to take a

study grant in Germany, where he worked with Hans Geiger (creator of the radiation

counter). When World War I broke out, Chadwick was imprisoned as an enemy

alien and confined to a Berlin stable. There he doggedly continued research by

using a popular brand of radioactive toothpaste as his radiation source, with

teacups and beer glasses as his instruments,

After the war, Chadwick followed Rutherford to Cambridge University and its

celebrated Cavendish Laboratory, where the two collaborated for more than a

decade. They worked side by side with the simplest tools imaginable--tubes, pipes,

paraffin wax, and metal foil--to reveal the secrets of the atomic nucleus. In

Cambridge, Chadwick and Rutherford were among this century's ablest nuclear

scientists: Charles T. Wilson, J. J. Thomson, Patrick Blackett, Peter Kapitza, Paul

Dirac, John Cockroft, Ernest Walton, and Maurice Goldhaber.

As early as 1920, Rutherford had postulated that a "neutron" might exist; then he

lost interest in the idea. But Chadwick continued his search on "just the possibility of

something turning up." The neutron was an elusive object, however, because it

lacked an electrical charge. This prompted some Cavendish colleagues, in a skit, to

celebrate the "fewtron." Other sub-atomic particles left tracks in a Wilson cloud

chamber, while a neutron might not. So, they joked, when you saw no tracks you

knew that a fewtron had passed through. Despite such jest, Chadwick persisted; he

finally discovered and described the neutron after a three-week, round-the-clock,

research ordeal in February 1932. It was front-page news in the New York Times.

Appointed to a physics professorship in Liverpool in 1935 (the year of his Nobel

prize), Chadwick later worked on Britain's MAUD committee that calculated the

favorable odds for making a uranium A-bomb. Chadwick welcomed Polish emigre

physicist Rotblat to Liverpool in 1939, and enlisted him again when leading the

British scientific team to Los Alamos in 1944. By 1945, Chadwick was running the



British atomic energy effort from Washington, his diplomatic skills tested by the

constant bickering among British, French, Canadian, and U.S. officials.

Chadwick found Gen. Leslie Groves, the Manhattan Project's military head, to be

"the dominant personality in the U. S. group. Although nominally controlled by a

committee, he appears in effect to be a dictator"--though a "most friendly and

cordial" one. Himself shy and intensely private, Chadwick was uncomfortable while

serving in 1946 on the U.N.'s Atomic Energy Commission. By that fall, he was back

in his Liverpool lab.

In retrospect, Chadwick thought it "fortunate that this weapon was developed and

produced during the war, firstly because its development in time of peace would

have occurred more or less concurrently in different countries and competition

would thereby have been inevitable, and secondly because the sufferings and

havoc of the present war have branded into our minds the merciless nature of war

and have made us long for peace as never before."

The biography, written by an English-born radiation oncologist who practices in

New Hampshire, blends elegantly direct scientific descriptions with often withy

episodes and character summaries that, together, reveal how by bench-top sweat

and common-room banter the atom's secrets were revealed. But, unavoidably, a

few minor errors appear. For example, in a dashing wedding-day pose, it is

bridegroom Chadwick standing at the right, not best man Peter Kapitza, as the

caption notes. And the Manhattan Project's Oak Ridge uranium-separation plant

was not more than a mile long, but less than half that size.

One reason the Times gave Chadwick so little attention in 1995 was that he had

shunned politics--academic, governmental, or international--while many of his

outspoken colleagues became celebrities. He was reluctant to engage post-war

debates about the consequences of his nuclear work and avoided arms-control

collaborations among his peers, such as the Pugwash Conferences on Science

and World Affairs.

Another reason Chadwick has been overlooked was his reserve. Estranged from

his parents and often distant from his wife and two daughters, Chadwick appeared

aloof to academic colleagues, donnish and distracted to others he met. Yet those

who knew him well, such as Maurice Goldhaber, found Chadwick to be sincere and

charming. "James was shy, sensitive, and endowed with that rare attribute, the

Grace of Humility," his wife, Aileen, wrote after his death. "He put his duty, whether

to his country, university, or college, before everything."



Like the neutron he discovered, Chadwick moved unnoticed--but with awesome

power.
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